
ONLY FOR ADVANCED AND INTERMEDIATE

Surfers have the opportunity to transfer to one of the following Surf Breaks – 
5 Islands, Love Charms, Tiger Stripes, Antiques, Blue Bowls or Two Ways. 
The specific break will be selected by our experienced Surf Guides based on prevailing 
weather conditions. (*maximum 2hrs in the water)

One trip per day to one of the farther surf breaks 
(Beacons or Castaway - 35mins away) minimum of 4 Surfers
(*maximum 2hrs in the water)

(*In the event there are less than 4 surfers – Beacons or Castaway is available for a 
maximum 3 hrs in the water and the equivalent of 1 day ultimate pass)

Guaranteed minimum 4 scheduled trips daily, with the timing and chosen break to be 
decided by the Surf guides based on prevailing weather conditions.

Pre-booking rate up to one month prior to arrivals: $140++ per each day of your stay. 
Must book length of stay. Arrival and Departure day not included.

Ultimate resort booking rate: $ 200++ per day

Regular

Surf Classes

One trip a day matching high tide, 1.5hrs duration in the water

Surf Class in lagoon – 45min to 60min lesson
1-2 people - $120++ per person
3-4 people - $100++ per person

Surf Class on reef break with surf pass included:
One trip a day matching high tide, 1.5hours duration in the water
1-2 people - $250++ per person
3-4 people - $200++ per person

Surf Class on lagoon and reef break with surf pass included:
One trip a day matching high tide, 
45-60 mins duration in lagoon, 1.5hours duration in the water
1-2 people - $350++ per person
3-4 people - $250++ per person

O�er Validity ( 2024 )
Please note that the advance purchase passes are non-refundable and non-transferable.
Prices displayed are exclusive of Government Tax and Service Charge.

Pre-booking rate for Surf Pass
(not ultimate) 2 hour duration in the water

1 pass  $ 112.5++ 
3 passes  $ 318.75++
5 passes  $ 487.50++
10 passes  $ 750.00++

Resort rate for Surf Pass 
(not ultimate)

1 pass  $ 150++
3 passes  $ 425++
5 passes  $ 650++
10 passes  $ 1000++

Pre-booking rate for Surf Pass
(not ultimate) 

1 pass  $ 112.5++
3 passes  $ 318.75++
5 passes  $ 487.50++
10 passes  $ 750.00++

Resort rate for Surf 
Pass (not ultimate)

1 pass  $ 150++
3 passes  $ 425++
5 passes  $ 650++
10 passes  $ 1000++


